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News tab It's hard to believe the feature is over ten years old, as Baidu isn't the first to use BigTable in the name of Cloud Computing, as Google's G-Sight Camera app is based on BigTable and Google's Picasa uses it to upload files into the Cloud. Additionally, it's interesting to
see Android now has native integration for Hypertable and a convenient SQLite-based store for saving and accessing documents, images, etc. As of now, the BigTable console is still one of the more convenient options on the web for developing BigTable apps. Let's take a look
at what's new in the v2.0 console, including the new Hypertable APIs for Java, PHP, and Go. NOTE: Nodes written with PHP have a syntax error that has been reported with this change. WALTHAM, MA – MARCH 24, 2016 – BIG TABLE, the technology behind Google Maps and
Picasa, and the company behind Hypertable, today announced the release of BigTable Server Enterprise Edition, which includes new features and functionality, as well as API updates that simplify the task of implementing Table API. In the preview release of BigTable Server,
the company included a preview of two new BigTable APIs for Java and Go. The new APIs are easier to use, enable developers to enjoy the benefits of the BigTable technology at lower cost, and complement other BigTable APIs and the BigTable data storage system. The two
new BigTable APIs are Hypertable APIs for Java (HAPI) and Hypertable APIs for Go (hapi). Hypertable is an open source SQL database that allows developers to run their own servers on the cloud, on premise, and/or on hardware devices using a native protocol called
Hypertable. HAPI and hapi are libraries for connecting to Hypertable from Java and Go applications, respectively. The APIs allow developers to leverage HBase's native support for Java and Go, simplify administration tasks, and provide a layer of abstraction. "BigTable and
Hypertable are widely used technologies, and some of the most popular applications on the market are based on the BigTable technology," said Adriana Lecoanet, vice president of product management at Google. "As we continue to develop Hypertable, we are also refining and
simplifying the Hypertable APIs so that they are easier to use. In addition, the Hypertable APIs are easier to integrate with other applications, and allow developers to capitalize on Hyper
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